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MUTUAL GOALS 
For X-On to engage in energy projects that are profitable, sustainable, and legally compliant. 
X-On investments wishes to raise capital to pursue new projects that provide financial stability 
in an uncertain market, which includes a reputable and profitable green portfolio.  

INTERESTS, NEEDS & OBJECTIVES 
X-On Power plc GreenDream Capital L.P.(presumed likely) 

Interest 1: Long-term sustainability 
1. Enter energy business in Brazanlian 

market.   
2. Minimise business risks posed by 

developments surrounding our Middle 
Eastern businesses (e.g. relocate).  

3. Hold a diversified portfolio of energy 
projects which can provide a sound 
financial basis for the company’s future.  

Interest 1: Maximise green technologies  
1. Steer X-On to greater investment in green 

technologies in the long-term. 
2. Leverage our sizeable shareholding and 

further capital offers to gain green 
technology concession from X-On.  

3. Further develop profile with as the leader 
and expert in green technologies (e.g. with 
increased ethical investments).  

 

Interest 2: Maximise control over X-On  
4. Secure larger shareholder stake. 
5. Secure a seat on the X-On board.  
6. Solidify X-On relationship with Rex 

Anderson (“CEO”).  
 

Interest 3: Equal opportunity (“EO”) 
endeavours 
7. Resolve employee issues and discontent in 

equal opportunity for required resources.  
8. Further shareholder consultation to 

revitalise Equal Opportunity Policy 
(“EOP”). 

Interest 2: Raise Capital 
4. Gain GreenDream’s agreement to vote 

through a new share offering, with 
acceptable terms, at the next 
Shareholder General Meeting.  

5. Fund M&A Brazanlia “Target” project. 
6. Explore the Mehixo opportunity.  
Interest 3: Strengthen market reputation  
7. Address equal opportunity concerns.  
8. Minimise negative publicity through 

strategically released statements.  
9. Solidify relations with market 

influencer Jamie Longsberg.  

X-On Power plc 
STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES 

1. Majority shareholder: CEO Rex 
with 40% stake, expert industry 
reputation. Highly influential over 
X-On management and direction.  

2. Strong business case: Brazanlian 
host has necessary technological 
capabilities to reduce risks. 
Investment banks have identified 
positive market to fund Target. 
Problems in the Middle East business 
gives clear impetus to pursue project.    

3. Financial weight: listed market 
capitalisation approximately £103 
billion. Additionally have £100 
million reserved for contingencies 
which is sufficiently large to invest 
in multiple project simultaneously. 

4. Existing EOP: publicly endorsed by 
Board. 

1. Capital raising constraints: not enough 
capital and a maximum 10% new shares 
permitted on non-pre-emptive basis. Existing 
minority shareholders do not have sufficient 
appetite to increase their equity, with the 
exception of GreenDream.  

2. Permission: Need GreenDream and Rex to 
agree to any new share offering on a non-pre-
emptive basis, which may otherwise restrain 
their controlling stakes.  

3. Sanctions Threat: necessary gradual 
relocation of business interests and 
operations from the Middle East.  

4. Reputation and Resources: whispers of 
employee discontent (EO) and discrimination 
scandal; current and future labour at risk.   

5. Confidentiality: Publicly exposing EO 
issues and CFO gender discrimination claims 
that can damage reputation. 
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BATNA WATNA 
Continue talks with GreenDream and keep 
Brazanlian opportunity open: X-On can use 
its economic reputation and £100 million 
contingency fund to defer the acquisition of the 
Target until a resolution with GreenDream.   

GreenDream withdraws non-amicably: 
GreenDream sells their minority shares and 
leaks equal opportunity controversies 
which could lead to lower dividends and 
long-term uncertainty for X-On.  

GreenDream Capital L.P. (presumed likely) 
STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES 

1. Minority shareholder: Significant 
minority shareholder at 23%, with 
potential increase. 

2. Expertise and Reputation: Stakeholder 
Jamie’s 7-year growth record; influential 
market-mover can steer institutional 
investor interest towards certain projects. 

3. Financial: nearly £45 billion in assets 
and appetite to increase stake in X-On. 

4. Moral cause: Represent a cause that X-
On would like to be seen as supporting.  
 

1. Minority shareholder: Insufficient 
equity to control direction of X-On 
without consent from Rex.   

2. No seat on the board: little influence 
over the daily management of X-On.  

3. Reputation risk: X-On’s minimal green 
projects do not reflect well on 
GreenDreams sustainable ethos.  

4. Rex’s influence: Rex has a high degree 
of influence over X-On direction and 
consent is needed to make green 
changes. 

BATNA WATNA 
X-On axes Brazanlian project: X-On axes 
the project but remains open to discussions to 
pursuing ethical green projects in the future. 

X-On and GreenDream relationship 
damaged: project disagreement makes the 
relationship unworkable leading to minimal 
co-operations in the future. 

STRATEGY 
● Emphasise the importance of Target project to GreenDream: Convince GreenDream 

that X-On must be financially sustainable before they can invest in riskier green projects. 
Therefore, given uncertainty in the Middle East, our priority is to expand to Brazanlia. 

● Raise capital to fund the Target: Receive investment from GreenDream, or their 
agreement to raise the funds through other means, to secure M&A Brazanlia Target of £250 
million. Propose options for mutual interests and acquire the necessary funding required. 

● Propose long-term plan for X-On’s growth: in exchange for GreenDream’s support of 
the Brazanlian project, we shall discuss long-term plan for green portfolio particularly 
investment projects in energy renewables (e.g. allocated annual funding scheme). 

● Reinforce strong relationship with Jamie and satisfy both party’s interests through 
creative solutions: identify mutual goals and satisfaction for the future prosperity of X-On 
(e.g. explore Jamie’s future commitment to the board and as X-On’s green portfolio leader).  

AGENDA 
X-On’s Rex has provided an agenda with annual ambitions in mind for the business meeting. 
Although, it is an informal meeting with GreenDream’s Jamie, both parties will bring legal 
counsel to solve legal problems relevant to any agreement made.  

DIVISION OF ROLES & TACTICS 
● Client, Chair and CEO Rex Anderson, is the decision-maker who is widely respected by 

X-On shareholders and board of directors to make financial and commercial decision in the 
best-interests of X-On and its shareholders.  

● Counsel is the legal advisor, a legal consultant and practitioner who provides advice, create 
legal solutions that effectively achieve each party’s mutual desires.   
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